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Although Brad Sissons has been a
successful real estate agent since
2004, it’s not a career he ever
intended to have. “I hated the idea
of it,” says Brad. After observing
the real estate career of his father
and all the long hours he put in,
Brad was completely turned off by
it. However, that changed when he
went to work at his father’s office,
filling in for the administrative
assistant who was on holiday. “I

was working in hospitality when my
old man asked me to help him out
for a week. I really got to see why
he did what he did, got to see the
closing of a deal and how exciting it
was,” recalls Brad. So he obtained
his license and went to work for his
father, Peter Sissons. “I had to start
from the bot tom and work my way
up, answer ing phones and working
for other agents. But I learned every
facet of the business—I’ve done
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residential and commercial sales,
leasing, mar keting and admin work.
Every thing I know about real estate
I learned from my dad.” 

Make no mistake; Brad utilizes every -
thing he’s learned to his advantage. “I
learned that this industry is service-
driven and anything I do is not for
personal gain, but in the best interest
of my clients. They appreciate that and
in return, it leads to future business.”

Today, Brad’s successful bus iness,
centered in the greater Brisbane area,
is the result of the many referrals he’s
gotten from past clients.

Remembered and appreciated by his
clients for his honesty, integrity and
big personality, Brad works hard to
maintain the relationships he’s formed
with them. “I still talk to clients I
worked with five years ago. We often
have get-togethers to catch up with
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one another,” says Brad. As for his
jovial personality, Brad considers it to
be one of his best assets. “I’m a little
bit out there but I’m very open about
it and there’s no harm in having a bit
of energy and enthusiasm!” He
believes that people are the real key to
this industry and explains, “People
have to like you and you’ve got to
enjoy what you do, otherwise your
clients can tell.” 

There’s no doubt Brad loves what
he does and the people he works
with. It’s the reason why he finds

client satisfaction to be his greatest
reward. “I enjoy finding them their
next dream home or their next pro -
ject. When my clients are happy, I’m
happy.” Also rewarding is seeing
his hard work pay off when their
business Sissons estate agents was
inducted into the national hall of
fame in 2011. “A lot of hard work
went into achieving that,” he said.

Brad is also happy to give back to his
community by supporting the local
schools. When not in the office, Brad
devotes his full attention to his wife,
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Jodie and their two daughters. “If I
didn’t have Jodie, I wouldn’t be
where I am today. On the hard days,
she reminds me of why I do it and is
there to celebrate the success. When
I have family time we do whatever
she and the girls want to do—and it
usually involves shopping!”  

Currently, Brad is setting up a bus -
iness model that incorporates shar -
ing everything he’s learned with other
agents and is looking to set up spec -
ialized units within his team. He’s
also been working to target a certain

demographic and has recently seen
pleasant results. “I just want to be
the agent for a certain suburb, neigh -
borhood and demographic so that
when they decide to buy or sell,
they’ll call my team and I because
they know we’ll get the job done.” 

“EVERY THING 
I KNOW ABOUT 
REAL ESTATE 
I LEARNED 

FROM MY DAD.”
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT BRAD SISSONS 
OF CORONIS, PLEASE VISIT 

WWW.CORONIS.COM.AU CALL 0431 501 339 
OR EMAIL BRAD@CORONIS.COM.AU

“I LEARNED THAT THIS INDUSTRY IS SERVICE-
DRIVEN AND ANYTHING I DO IS NOT FOR
PERSONAL GAIN, BUT IN THE BEST INTEREST 
OF MY CLIENTS. THEY APPRECIATE THAT AND
IN RETURN, IT LEADS TO FUTURE BUSINESS.”


